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On 27 and 30 April 2021, fires broke out in Fulatari Camp and Waterboard Camp, damaging 2,878 shelters in total and resulting in a great
loss of properties for the affected IDPs.
During the past years, there has been frequent fire outbreaks in the camps in Monguno LGA in Borno State. The fire outbreaks are the
major reason for displacement within the camp and are generally triggered by cooking close to shelters, smoking, and burning of the
bush surrounding the camp. Oftentimes, properties of the residents are destroyed and belongings are lost in the fire.
As a result of the fire outbreaks, the most needed assistance in order of priority is shelter, food and NFI.
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Fulatari Camp

On 27 April 2021 at 05:25PM, fire broke out at Fulatari Camp, in
Monguno LGA of Borno State. This fire destroyed thousands of
shelters and belongings of numerous IDP households.
This incident fully destroyed 2,217 shelters affecting a total of 6,878
individuals in 1943 households. The affected individuals included
4,537 children, 1,217 women and 1,124 men. The fire originated
from the neighbouring GSSSS Camp.
A total number of 11 deaths was recorded. A number of facilities
were lost to the fire as well as food items.

Need

The victims of the fire outbreak are in dire need of shelter, food and
NFIs. Victims without family members are currently sleeping outside
while the rainy season has arrived.

Response

As at the time of writing no assistance has been rendered to the
affected victims.

On 30 April 2021 at 03:26PM, a week after the previous fire
outbreak, another fire broke out in Waterboard Camp. This fire
destroyed a number of shelters and belongings of numerous IDP
households.
This incident fully destroyed 661 shelters, affecting a total of 2,931
individuals in 648 households. The affected individuals include
1,713 children, 667 women and 551 men.

Need

The victims of these fire outbreaks, who are currently residing with
friends and relatives in other camps or are hosted among the local
community, are in desperate need of shelter, food and NFIs. The
camps and community, accomodating the numerous victims of
the fire outbreaks are now congested as facilities are being shared
with victims. In order to maintain minimum hygiene standards, a
response is needed from the WASH sector.

Response

As at the time of writing no assistance has been rendered to the
affected victims.
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